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A B S T R A C T

This work demonstrates a possibility of creating a magnetic field sensor based on magnetoplasmonic crystal with
permalloy layer. Experimental results show that sensitivity of such sensors strongly correlates with the magnetic
properties of magnetoplasmonic crystals and slightly depends on the value of transverse magneto-optical Kerr
effect. The achieved sensitivity to DC magnetic field at local area of 1mm2 was found to be 10−6 Oe in mod-
ulating field of 5 Oe.

1. Introduction

The simultaneous realization of high sensitivity and locality of a
magnetic field sensor is essential in biomedical applications, for ex-
ample, in magnetocardiography [1,2] and magnetotomography [3].
The required sensitivity for listed applications is about 10−6 Oe that can
be achieved in sensors exploiting different effects. The main dis-
advantage of existing sensors is low sensitivity to magnetic field for
measurements in small volumes [4,5]. One of the possible ways to
design the magnetic field sensor with high locality is using of plasmon
assisted magneto-optical effects [6–9]. In this case, magneto-optical
effects are enhanced by the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs) – combined excitations of surface plasmons on the metal/di-
electric interface and photons of incident light that leads to localization
of incident light energy in proximity of the surface [10–12].

Enhancement of magneto-optical effects through the excitation of
SPP can be achieved by the use of the magnetoplasmonic crystals
(MPlCs) made of ferromagnetic metal deposited on one-dimensional
subwavelength gratings [13–16]. In such systems transverse magneto-
optical Kerr effect (TMOKE), which allows one to control the intensity
of the reflected p-polarized light, can be enhanced by the excitation of
SPPs applying the diffraction method [17]. That leads to appearance of
narrow asymmetrical Fano-shape resonances [18,19].

The achieved sensitivity of DC magnetic field sensor based on MPlCs
is 10 5 Oe at 2mm2 area of measurements in modulating field of 13 Oe
[20]. These values are matched to required characteristics of sensors for
biomedical applications [21]. The use of AC magnetic field is necessary
condition to detect a low DC magnetic field for the sensors based on
MPlCs.

There are several ways on further improving the MPlC-based sen-
sor’s overall design: (i) amplification of TMOKE value in a narrow
spectral range by varying the magnetic and magneto-optical properties
through the changes the substrate shape/parameters, (ii) noise reduc-
tion and (iii) decrease of controllable AC magnetic field by choosing a
composition of MPlCs for the reducing of the saturation field. This work
devotes to study of magneto-optical and optical properties of MPlCs
with permalloy layer, perspective to reach the goal (iii). The factors
affecting the sensitivity to DC magnetic field are considered.

2. Materials and methods

MPlCs were made by DC magnetron sputtering of permalloy
Ni80Fe20 (Py) target onto the polymer substrates, Sub2 and Sub3, with
one-dimensional quasi-sinusoidal gratings. Sub2 and Sub3 have fol-
lowing parameters: periods are d2=320 nm and d3=740 nm, profile
heights are h2=20 nm and h3=100 nm. Thicknesses of Py were
chosen as 100 nm and 130 nm. For each composition, reference samples
on smooth silicon substrates (Sub1) were fabricated in the same fabri-
cation cycles. Spatial profiles and thicknesses of Py layer of fabricated
samples were attested by atomic force microscopy technique (AFM).

Optical and magneto-optical properties of fabricated samples were
investigated by using the experimental setup consisted of halogen lamp
serving as the light source, Glan-Taylor prism (GT) as the polarizer, pair
of electromagnets (Helmholtz coils), a monochromator with a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT) and Lock-In amplifier as a detecting system.
Reflectivity spectra were measured by modulation of the light beam
with an optomechanical chopper at frequency of 235 Hz and TMOKE
spectra were measured in saturating external AC magnetic field with
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the magnitude of 100 Oe, oscillating at the frequency of 67 Hz. Light
beam was focused into the spot of 1mm2. To observe the maximum of
TMOKE the incidence angle, θ, was chosen as 68° [22]. Principal
scheme of the experimental setup and AFM images of MPlCs surfaces
based on Sub2 and Sub3 are shown in Fig. 1.

For each sample, spectral dependences of the reflectivity in absence
of external magnetic field, R0, and in saturation AC field with the
magnitude of 100 Oe, R, were measured. TMOKE value was calculated
according to the formula: = =+R R R R R( ) ( )/ /H H 0 0, where +R H
and R H denote the field dependent reflection amplitudes.

To estimate the dependences of magneto-optical response to weak
external magnetic field, dependences of R(H) on external AC magnetic
field at the resonance wavelength, corresponding to the maximum of
TMOKE signal, were measured. Signal-to-noise ratio, SNRAC, was cal-
culated according to the formula: =SNR R H( )/AC , where

= R R N( ) /( 1)N
N0

2 is standard deviation of noise measured
at the same wavelength in saturation magnetic field for N=500 ac-
quisition points.

Sensitivity was calculated as the ratio of the magnetic field range,
HAC , to the difference of SNRAC values in selected HAC ranges,
SNRAC. The selected HAC range corresponds to the region of full

width at half maximum of the SNR H/AC AC.

3. Results and discussions

Reflectivity and TMOKE spectra for all samples are shown in Fig. 2.
Samples based on smooth silicon substrates show no enhancement of
TMOKE value and can be used as reference. Clearly observable

minimums of the specular reflectivity for the MPlCs based on Sub2 and
Sub3 represent -1st and -2nd orders of diffraction, respectively, and
correspond to fulfilment of phase-matching conditions between wave-
vectors of incident light and SPPs. It can be written as follows:

= +k k gnSPP x , where kSPP and kx are SPPs wavevectors and projection
of the incident radiation wavevector onto metal surface, g is a re-
ciprocal vector and n is an integer.

The diffraction scheme used for SPPs excitation allowed one to
observe 35.4 and 54.3 times magnification of TMOKE values at re-
sonant wavelengths for MPlCs based on Sub2 and Sub3 in comparison
with Sub1, respectively.

MPlCs based on Sub2 have lower reflectivity and higher values of
TMOKE enhancement that can be explained in terms of different values
of relative diffraction efficiency a. The a value is the ratio of the light
flux at a given wavelength, diffracted into a given diffraction order, to
the total light flux reflected by grating [23] that can be controlled by
the changes of grating profile shape and the parameters of the grating
like the period and stripe height. Increase of the a value leads to
strengthen the coupling of plasmon oscillations and diffracted light
caused by increased height of the stripes on the surface of the Sub2
[22].

Fig. 3 shows the SNRAC dependences for the studied samples. It was
shown that the shape of field dependent magneto-optical response
correlates with the relative changes in magnetic moment of ferromag-
netic layer.

Shape of field dependent magneto-optical response is determined by
magnetic properties of MPlCs. Magnetic properties of Py based MPlCs
can be tuned by changing the ferromagnetic layer thickness and sub-
strate parameters d and h [24]. Increase of mentioned parameters
causes the growth of the necessary saturation field and HAC region.
Thus, comparing the MPlCs based on Sub2 and Sub3: Sub2 allows one to
get steeper dependence of SNRAC at low magnitudes of modulating field
while Sub2 allows one to expand the measurable field region. The
sensitivity mostly depends on shape of field dependent magneto-optical
response and weakly correlates with the values of , which can be
clearly seen in Figs. 2 and 3.

Table 1 represents the summarized results on MPlCs investigation,
where the values of TMOKE at a narrow spectral range , spectral
width of the TMOKE resonance res and the measurable field region

HAC are graphically defined on the corresponding figures.
The sensitivity of the sensor based on Py MPlC is comparable with

the sensor based on silver/iron magnetoplasmonic crystals. As an ad-
vantage, the value of modulating field is three times lower than for the
sensor based on silver/iron magnetoplasmonic crystal [20].

4. Conclusions

Optical and magneto-optical properties of MPlCs based on one-di-
mensional diffraction gratings with different parameters were studied.
Possibility to use permalloy-based MPlCs as highly sensitive sensors of
magnetic field is represented in the article. Measured field dependences
of SNR on magnitude of external AC magnetic field allowed one to
calculate the sensitivity and to denote measurable field region with
maximum sensitivity for the sensors based on MPlCs. Possibility to re-
duce the magnitude of modulating AC field by changing the permalloy
thickness, substrate grating period and height was found.

Optimal characteristics for the magnetic field sensor based on MPlC
with permalloy layer are found to be for permalloy thickness of 100 nm
and one-dimensional diffraction grating with period and height equal to
320 nm and 20 nm, respectively. The achieved sensitivity is 4.4 µOe
with spot size of 1mm2 in modulating AC field of 5.3 Oe.

Fig. 1. Panel (a): Schematic view of the setup, where: 1 – light source; 2 – GT; 3
– MPlC; 4 – detecting system; θ is the angle of incidence. Panels (b) and (c):
surfaces profiles obtained by AFM for the MPlCs based on Sub2 and Sub3, re-
spectively.
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